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Identication of every step* times between MV and dispatche to the service and calculate of the
delays between MV and bag release, release and dispatch, and MV and dispatch.
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 CVS OVS

Bags number 163 65

Pharmaceutical analysis average time 6 minutes Not relevant

Average delay between MV and dispatch 62 minutes 44 minutes
Average delay between relaease and dispatch 15 minutes 15 minutes

Average delay between pharmaceutical
validation and dispatch

76 minutes 59 minutes

Computer validation system (CVS) through Chimio® 

To compare the conformity rate to the

SFPO recommandations for both

systems

OBJECTIVE

54%

METHOD

Calculates conformity rates for the time between VM and dispatch for each system and
comparison between them by a Normal Law test.

*When the cure contained several molecules, only the times of the first bag were collected 

    60minutes  
= Time limit recommandation from the the French Pharmaceutical Oncological Society between
the medical validation (MV) of the chemotherapy cure and its administration

Oral validation system (OVS) 
through an oncology specializing nurse : early
validation on Chimio®, followed by a phone
confirmation once the patient has been clinically
examined.

2 MV system in our hospital

« Done for Mrs B ! » : Comparison of a chemotherapy oral validation system versus a conventional validation system

INTRODUCTION
S.Winckel(1), A.Danckaert(1), H.Huyghe(1), D.De Bertoult(1), P.Carlier(1), S.Fernandez(1), L.Real(1)

(1) Pharmacie du Centre Hospitalier d’Arras, France
 

CVS OVS

% Validated bags within 60 minutes : 

Conformity rate to the recommandations for CVS :  26%
Conformity rate to the recommandations for OVS : 45%

Significantly higher rate for the OVS (p < 0,01)

RESULTS

DISCUSSION

Pre-pharmaceutical analysis
Production fluidization by the upfront trays preparation and sterilization

Conformity rate improvement to the SFPO recommandations with the OVS, thanks to : 

BUT, conformity rate stays low

Improvement axis : To increase number of OVS validation
To equip the laboratory with a 2nd insulator 
To optimize the chemotherapy dispatch track

74%


